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Walkers for Japan - No comeback

BEE GEES HOM IN NOVEMBER

MAMAS AND PAPAS - NO SPLIT

New LP on the way

DONOVAN FOR NEW YORK

New discs for Hendrix, McKenzie, John Walker

LYNNE BACK SOON

19 Eighty Seven
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NEWS FROM AROUND THE POP WORLD

Go-Set

Pop Poll Awards presented

SHADOWS BACK FILM

Festival signs Bay City

RAVING AROUND AUSTRALIA

AUSTRALIA'S TOP DJ'S CHAT UP THE SCENE - STATE BY STATE

SAD

ADelaide

While waiting between shows in Melbourne, the souls of the local rock community cannot help but recall the favorite DJ on the Gold Coast.

I'm not sure where, but I've been told that the local DJ's are a bit busy.

IAN MELDRUM

LOOKS THRU KEYHOLE

JUIN SYDNEY

Who said being a DJ was easy?

I've been told that there is no such thing as a free lunch.

And yet, even the most popular DJs can't help but dream of the day when they'll be able to afford a name for themselves.

SIDWAY

48C BRISBANE

I have what I think is the perfect name for a new DJ.

It's called "Taffy's Discardarit" and I think it's going to be big.

Rubbishing Pop Stars makes us sick

I wish we could just go back to the days when music was good.

When music was honest and real.

And not just a way to make money.

I mean, what happened to all that passion and love?

It's like everyone just wants to be famous now.

Even the ones who used to care about the music.

I just wish we could go back to the days when music was still a way to connect with people.

And not just a way to make money.
GIRLS WE LOVE

THE YOUNG BASCALS

DINO DANIELLE

I fall in love with a different girl each day. I love falling in love and I love girls, so I'm pretty happy. I suppose one day I'll settle down and marry, but it won't be for a while yet. It's funny, but even when I fall in love, I feel as if I want to marry the girl.

FELIX CAVAYE

I have found my ideal girl and will be getting married soon. The idea of marriage has always appealed to me. I don't think that my marriage will affect the popularity of the group, because Eddie and Dinna are the ones that the kids really go for.

EDDIE BRIGHT

Love is a beautiful thing, and I've always wanted to get married. Although I've been in a lot of hard work, I've been married and making a marriage work. I'm not going steady with anyone at the moment, I like girls that are interested in music and other things that excite my mind. I like girls to be pretty intelligent.

GENE CORTISH

Women are my favourite subjects. I've no favourite ideas on what they should look like, as I like so many different types of girls. It's fun to be able to talk to them as well. As for marriage, I'm sure that I'll be going for it on that day.

WINNING LETTER OF THIS WEEK'S

"HOW I MET MY STAR"

Dear Go-Set,

It was the time I saw the Walker Brothers were here and I had seen them at the theatre, and then gone to the Southern Cross Hotel. There was a crowd of girls and we decided to go down to the park and get the lift to the Walker's Floor. We were waiting and as soon as the lift came down, the doors opened and one woman was in there — Scott Engel!

"Of course everybody said no, but he told us to get out. Everybody did but me. I stood there in the corner — he closed the doors, and I thought, "What can I say?" He stopped my thoughts when he said "Hello!"

All I could stutter was "Can I have your autograph?"

Looking back, it was an experience, although most people would scoff at it. I thought I was just about the luckiest person around and all I could do was ask for his autograph.

SUE. 

TONY CAHILL

EX-PURPLE HEART WITH THE EASYBEATS

Just what are the Beatles up to?

Like John Lennon, who recently made his solo acting debut in the movie "How I Won The War", Ring Starr is to have a solo role in a big Hollywood production.

Other stars in the film include Richard Burton and Marlon Brando. The movie is called "Cindy", an adaptation of a book (banned in Australia) which tells of a prison.

Ring's role is that of a Mexican gardener. Since the film goes into production within a couple of months, Ring may have to cut short his Indian meditation trip.

At the time Ringo broke into his own solo career, with his decision to accept the role in "Cindy", the whole new image of the Beatles has been dramatically undermined. The group receives an offer of one million dollars for two concerts.

The other name on the negotiations offer. The reason? Said a spokesman for the group: "They outdo our current price by far."

The group is made up of singer-actors: John Lennon, Paul McCartney, George Harrison and Ring Starr, the latter having been particularly successful in the film "How I Won The War".

The Beatles' current record sales top 50 million worldwide, and another to "Blue Jay Way" written by George Harrison has made it to number 2 in the U.S. A. West Coast last month. Over the city's cassettes, the Beatles will be enclosed in the demanding task of writing the incidental score, and this may take longer than expected.

The meditation visit is probably to be prolonged even further, perhaps until the spring time; they have retained the same business men on their tour and the group will appear at Blue Jay Way in New York City last month.
NEW SHOW

UP·TIGHT STARTS

LILY BRET

When "Go" and "Kommando" folded, millions of Australian teenagers mourned their loss and 60,000 registered their votes of protest with Go-Set. It looked like the end of an era—the end of a spectacular pop boom. For television provides artists with a vital medium of exposure.

David Joseph, the man who originally introduced "Kommando" has returned from England, and once again is setting out to revolutionise the pop scene in a big way. David's new show, called UP·TIGHT, will commence on Channel 6 at 6 p.m. on Saturday, 28th October in Melbourne and soon in other States.

The show, the likes of which has never been seen before, will last for four hours. Ross de Wylie has been named as emcee. Appearing regularly will be ex-Kommando personalities—David Blend, Ron Turner, Mike Diamond and Ross de Wylie. Other personalities will be announced later.

The show will be in an informal atmosphere, with the idea of bringing pop personalities closer to the audience. One feature of the show will be a 'street' spot devoted daily to one personality. The personalities will remain in character and appear to be "in" their own programme.

Other segments planned are fashion coverage, film and album reviews, a general gossip section, discos, informal charts, a joke box and the "group comparison". Various other personalities will also be regularly appearing and dropping in for visits. Final plans will be made this week and we shall be telling you more about them next week.

MASTERS APPRENTICES CAUSE RIOT

NOTHING LIKE IT SINCE THE BEATLES

Visitors to a Melbourne audience of 60,000 saw how the Masters charge. As the Masters played "The Beat Goes On" at the Mecca Pavilion, the first night of the tour, they had a rapturous reception from their fans. As they moved towards the stage, they were cheered by the cheering fans. As they played, they were cheered again. As they spoke, they were cheered again.

So, you see, the Masters are not only the world's greatest rock 'n' roll group, but also the world's greatest fans. They not only love their fans, but also love to be loved by their fans. According to the Masters, the only thing they hate is not being loved by their fans.

So, in conclusion, the Masters are the world's greatest rock 'n' roll group, and they are loved by the world's greatest fans. As they say, "The Beat Goes On".
A PAGE OF CRAZY THINGS FOR YOU

Sue Flett's Beauty Notes

SHOPPING AROUND

A mini-skirt has hit the market from Penney's, and has such stretch qualities that it will fit you perfectly.

It has been established that stretch stockings are not only more comfortable to wear - they fit better too. Any good skirt can be adapted for any occasion. This mini-skirt is designed for the woman who wears mini-skirts all the time, for women who wear mini-skirts at night, and for women who wear mini-skirts at home. These Mini-Magic stockings retail for $1.50 a pair.

Rayon is the official theme of this season's fashions. An unusual dinner-overskirt from France is available as a dress or as a dress component. Each dress in three sizes plus extra small. At all perfume counters.

Leather draw-string carryall from Morocco have outdone everything as an unusual accessory. They are made of genuine leather and worn as a handbag or a purse. At Myers they are a bargain at $4 and $6.

Summer lights and brights for faces have just come from Jeltese Rubinstein in a brilliant range called Lightin' with added 

In fashionable hair, this season's trend is the soft, natural look. Soft shades is a combination of shadows and gowns. Latest trend is in four colors - two brown and one black. Vignette, a simple popular

My parents don't like them because they are serious minded and my friends are sophisticated. They say I am not exploring where to go. I am planning for more freedom and they think I am asking for more freedom. I am not sure to go to 1 won't be permitted to attend a camp I wish to go to again. All the letters I receive are read. How can I press for more freedom without appearing disobey?
Jazz with Frank Traynor

MOUNTFORDS
The Best In Men's Shoes
105 Bourke Street, Melbourne

The newest in fashionable shoe designs, inspired by the games of Midas. This show, featuring the latest in men's shoes, includes Nobby Brown, Cavelier and Maroon, with matching suit to match. Colourful side band, belling in with all shirts.

At the starting price of £9.99, carry the name of 'Chaynon'.

SISA
15 Royal Arcade
Melbourne

This range of shoes, seen in the new series "Somebody's Image", will be heading out to the shops on the new parade. You will see the fashionable young men wearing these shoes on the streets.

John Maurice
326 Swanston St.
Melbourne

This range of shoes, seen on the new parade, "Chaynon" will be heading off to the shops on the new parade. You will see the fashionable young men wearing these shoes on the streets.

TO ADVERTISE IN A TASTE OF HONEY
PHONE TIM AT 94-0493

Blue Grass and Country Music played in Melbourne

OPINION

From Brian Ferrari

467 North Rd., Ormond
58-1363, 58-7646

* The Bay City Union, recently signed by Facsim, try on the latest in shoes and shirts at MOUNTFORDS.

MOUNTFORDS
HIRE

* 1967: 264 Bourke St., Melbourne — Phone 322191

Jewellery "IT"
Southern Cross Plaza
MELBOURNE

Mountford's is one of the finest examples of taste and beauty for the younger set. It has been in a long line of shops where the young man can buy something that is in the right place at the right time. The new shops ring with the sound of the new parade. It is a good time to buy.

For more details, phone 322191 or visit the shops themselves.

Jewellery "IT"
Southern Cross Plaza
MELBOURNE

Keep an eye on the "One Up" floor. You can get a glimpse of the new parade. Remember, it's not only about your figure, but the gear you wear that brings the glamour of the boys on the beaches.

But the week does not finish with a long shot. On the 23rd to the 26th, you might hear the pleasant ear-catching beat of a great up and coming pop. "Somebody's Image" will be heading stuff you like in great time. You can drop in and say, "Hey!" and clap and sing. This will be when you clap your hands on the sound from "Somebody's Image", up there in the "One Up" Shop.

All this exciting activity is climaxed by a competition that will be going on in the "One Up".

If you have to do it, you are sure where the Darrods girls have been, photographed and on some beach somewhere. Just fill in the slip and hope for the best.

The prize, it's just what you've been dreaming of.

A trip to the Gold Coast by air, a week's accommodation at Lorne's Hotel and 70 dollars spending money. Graham Boyd of 3AK will announce the winner.

HIRE

From Brian Ferrari

467 North Rd., Ormond
58-1363, 58-7646

* The Bay City Union, recently signed by Facsim, try on the latest in shoes and shirts at MOUNTFORDS.
THE LOVED ONES WOULD LIKE TO EXTEND THEIR APPRECIATION TO ALL THOSE WHO HELPED THEM DURING THEIR CAREER

Gerry Humphries
Gavin Anderson
Rob Lovett
Danny De Lacy
Trevor Richards

THE LOVED ONES WOULD LIKE TO EXTEND THEIR APPRECIATION TO ALL THOSE WHO HELPED THEM DURING THEIR CAREER

Si-Gerry Humpries
Gavin Anderson

THE WESTSIDE FEDERATION,
THEATRE ROYAL,
CAMEيارDOWN
OCTOBER 24
ADMISSION $1.00

CAMERDOWN YOUNGER SET
RONNIE BURNS
THE FINAL FOUR
THE WESTSIDE FEDERATION
THEATRE ROYAL,
CAMEيارDOWN
OCTOBER 24
Poor

THE COFFEE POT
SUNDAYS
FOLK & JAZZ
STARTS 8.30 P.M.
203 Flinders Lane, City

Christopher Nicholby
ACTION

MANAGERS OF GROUPS + FAN CLUB PRESIDENTS

MANAGERS OF GROUPS + FAN CLUB PRESIDENTS

NOW AVAILABLE FOR PRIVATE DANCES AND PARTIES

LE CHATEAU Presents ANNILOVARY
FRIDAY 20th
Blues Rags and Hollers
Andy James Asylum
SUN., A'NOON - 60'
Masters Apprentices
189 LIT. LONSDALE STREET

SUNDAY

SHERWOOD
has perfected
The course includes tuition in singing, stage presentation, writing of stage acts, musical theory, outfitting, microphone technique, all instruments.

SHIREFORD
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FRIDAY 20th at No.1 Spring st.
to be precise.
**CAMPACT - THE NEWS** 34 1068

**DYMonds**

**BROWN EYED HANDSOME JAM**

**WANT POSTERS MADE?** SERVICE ADVERTISING Phone 25 6680

**PRINCE ALFRED’S PRESTON TOWN HALL**

**THIS SATURDAY!!!**

We PROUDLY Present

**TWILIGHTS! BOBBY BRIGHT GINGERSBREADMEN RAVE**

**GROOVE LORD BOBBY BRIGHT ISSY AND ADRIENNE YOUNG ONCE PSYCHEDELIC DISCO THEQUE MALING RD CANTERBURY**

**BLAISES MASTERS APPRENTICES**

**NEW! COFFEE LOUNGE**

**Psychedelic Lighting**

**All Amboy Artists By Anthony Al-A.**

**SACRED HEART HALL, OAKLEIGH**

**Impulse!**

**ORMOND HALL**

**Thursday**

**VIBRANTS CHEROKEES**

**The New Era**

**Fathers of Invention**

**The Twilight**

**THE VIBRANTS JAMES TAYLOR MOVE**

**Opus Saturday**

**M.P.D. Ltd.**

**LEVI SMITH’S CLEFS ISSY & ADRIENNE WILD CHERRIES THE SOUNDS OF SILENCE**

**Sunday**

**ORMOND HALL, MOLIBRAY ST, 5TH YARRA**
Once upon a time Harold Pipebender who's just the wildest swinger on the scene decided that swingers needed a wild Disco, so he sloped down the lane and found just the smartest little peanut butter factory (that used to be an old jail for naughty little people too). So he painted and painted and built just the swingiest gig on the scene and then it "happened" he called it "CATCHER".

But along came Aunty Hilary and her cement mixer, and Slippery Sam — all mounted on a white charger and all wearing their brand new Batman Belts, and told Harold it must be "happening" but all the time baby — and this is the way CATCHER is.

Only last week Harold and Hilary went completely off their brains, took a fast trip to the country and returned with mattocks and smashing gear and bored the biggest cavity in the floor you've ever seen. But that's not all, then they tore down half a wall and opened a special film room where films are to be shown for CATCHER swingers and at the moment they're floating on the second floor blowing their brains out building a little Jazz Disco which opens this week.

Only "CATCHER-HAPPENS" and only wild birds spear to CATCHER, so if you're going to take a trip — spear down and join us and we'll all go off together.

And if you can manage it borrow a white charger for the night and a bale of hay so you too can experience the mind bending excursion of Aunty Hilary's dragster.

**PS:** this week

**FRIDAY:**
- LOVED ONES
- WILD CHERRIES
- ANDY JAMES ASYLUM
- DANIEL JONES ENSEMBLE
- BLUES RAGS AND HOLLERS
- CHELSEA SET
- FLOWER POWER

**SATURDAY:**
- GROOVE
- WILD CHERRIES
- ANDY JAMES ASYLUM
- DANIEL JONES ENSEMBLE
- BLUES RAGS AND HOLLERS
- CHELSEA SET
- SUNSHINE — THESE WUNZ

**SUNDAY:**
- LOVED ONES
- WILD CHERRIES
- ANDY JAMES ASYLUM
- CHELSEA SET
- FLOWER POWER
A 3UZ Car Sticker Won a Jaguar

Mrs. Maria Morris of Gladstone Avenue, Armadale, accepts her magnificent Bob Jane Jaguar from 3UZ General Manager, Lewis Bennett, and Bob Jane, Managing Director of Bob Jane’s Autoland, which was the Major prize in the recent 3UZ Car Sticker Competition. A 3UZ Car Sticker on your vehicle can still win a Bob Jane Valiant so make sure you get your car sticker from any Village Drive-In, Bob Jane’s Autoland or at 3UZ.

It pays to stay on 3UZ
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